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For an infinite compact metric space (X, d), : # (0, 1) and f # C(X), let p:( f )=
sup[ | f (t)& f (s)|d(t, s): : t, s # X, t{s]. The set Lip:(X, d )=[ f # C(X): p:( f )<]
with the norm & f &:=| f | X+ p:( f ) is a Banach function algebra under pointwise
multiplication. The subset lip:(X, d )=[ f # Lip:(X, d): | f (t)& f (s)|d(t, s):  0 as
d(t, s)  0] is a closed subalgebra of Lip:(X, d ). Both Lip:(X, d ) and lip:(X, d ) are
called Lipschitz algebras. We solve the problem of existence of homomorphisms
and derivations from lip:(X, d ) which are discontinuous on every dense subalgebra.
In order to achieve that, we use the existence of x # X and a linear functional * from
m:(x)=[ f # lip:(X, d): f(x)=0] which is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra,
but satisfies |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g) for all f, g # m:(x). We present two constructions
of such functionals, one for the general case of lip:(X, d ), and another one for the
special case lip:([0, 1]). We relate the present results to the results concerning the
eventual continuity of homomorphisms from Lipschitz algebras. We conclude that
for any ; # [:, min[2:, 1]) there exist homomorphisms and derivations disconti-
nuous on lip$(X, d ) in & }&$ norm for all $ # [:, ;]. In our constructions, all maps
are continuous for $>;.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is a continuation of the author’s paper ‘‘Automatic Continuity
of Lipschitz Algebras’’ [16]. We consider the problem of the existence of
highly discontinuous maps from Lipschitz algebras lip:(X, d ), where (X, d )
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is an infinite compact metric space, and : # (0, 1). In particular, we solve
the problem of the existence of homomorphisms and derivations from lip:(X, d)
which are discontinuous on every dense subalgebra. Linking these results to
eventual continuity of lip:(X, d), we conclude that for any ; # [:, min[2:, 1])
there exist homomorphisms and derivations discontinuous on lip$(X, d) in & }&$
norm for all $ # [:, ;]. In our constructions, all maps are continuous for $>;,
and so also for $2:.
If (X, d ) is a metric space, then for : # (0, 1], the metric d : defined on
X by d :(x, y)=(d(x, y)): for x, y # X, is topologically equivalent to d.
A bounded complex valued continuous function f defined on X ( f # Cb(X))
is called Lipschitz (or Lipschitz-:) if it satisfies the Lipschitz condition with
respect to d :, that is, if there exists a constant M # R+ such that | f (x)&f ( y)|
Md(x, y): for all x, y # X. The smallest such constant is denoted by p:( f ),
that is
p:( f )=inf [M>0: | f (x)& f ( y)|Md(x, y): \x, y # X]
=sup { | f (x)& f ( y)|d(x, y): : x, y # X, x{ y= .
The set of all such functions is denoted by Lip:(X, d ) or Lip(X, d :). Thus
Lip:(X, d )=[ f # Cb(X): p:( f )<].
Let | f |X=sup [ | f(x)|: x # X]. With the norm & f &:=| f |X+p:( f ), Lip:(X, d )
is a Banach space. We will be concerned with a closed subspace of Lip:(X, d ),
lip:(X, d )={f # Lip:(X, d ): | f (t)& f (s)|d(t, s):  0 as d(t, s)  0= .
With respect to pointwise operations both Lip:(X, d ) and lip:(X, d ) are
self-adjoint Banach V-algebras over X.
Definition 1.1. A commutative Banach algebra A is called Lipschitz if
there exists a metric space (X, d ) such that A is either Lip:(X, d ) (‘‘big
Lipschitz algebra’’) or lip:(X, d ) (‘‘little Lipschitz algebra’’).
If (X, d ) is compact and infinite, both Lip:(X, d ) for : # (0, 1] and
lip:(X, d ) for : # (0, 1) are unital, natural, regular, self-adjoint Banach func-
tion algebras over X, and lip:(X, d ) is a closed subalgebra of Lip:(X, d ).
Furthermore, for 0<:<;<1, lip:(X, d )$Lip;(X, d )$lip;(X, d ), and
lip;(X, d )=lip:(X, d ).
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The existence or non-existence of certain discontinuous maps from Banach
algebras has been the central problem in the area of automatic continuity.
If A and B are Banach algebras and &: A  B some specified map, usually
a homomorphism or a derivation, under certain conditions on A, B, and &,
the map & is automatically continuous. Note that the domain of & is always
assumed to be all of A. For example, as is well known, every V-homomorphism
between C*-algebras is continuous. The continuity of the map should follow
from purely algebraic properties of A, B, and &. Bade and Curtis [2] tried
to resolve whether every homomorphism from C(X) (not only a V-homo-
morphism into another C*-algebra) is continuous. They developed a completely
new methodology for dealing with these types of problems, but did not
answer the question. Dales and Esterle [9] showed that a discontinuous
homomorphism from C(X) exists, but they assumed the continuum hypo-
thesis. Woodin [10] showed that if the Martin’s axiom is instead assumed,
all homomorphism from C(X) are continuous. Later Esterle [12] showed
that every epimorphism from C(X) is continuous (without assuming any
additional axioms of set theory).
The same problems were considered for algebras of differentiable func-
tions Cn([0, 1]) by Bade, Curtis, and Laursen [4, 5]. Since for mn,
Cm([0, 1])$C n([0, 1]), they observed that a new concept, which they
termed ‘‘eventual continuity’’, plays an important role for these algebras.
A map & from Cn([0, 1]) is said to be eventually continuous if there exists
kn such that & is continuous on Ck([0, 1]) in & }&k norm. Laursen
[14, 15] used these results and the ideas of Esterle to show that every
epimorphism from Cn([0, 1]) is eventually continuous.
Extensive study of Lipschitz algebras started with de Leeuw [11], Sherbert
[18, 19], and Heldberg [13], who established all the basic properties listed
above. Bade, Curtis, and Dales [3] were the first to consider continuity of
maps from Lipschitz algebras, in fact derivations, and they established
conditions for amenability and weak amenability of lip:(X, d ). Since for
1<:<;1, lip:(X, d)$Lip;(X, d )$lip;(X, d ), Lipschitz algebras are
similar to the algebras of differentiable functions in sharing the property
that they form a one parameter family of algebras ordered by inclusion.
This enabled Dales [8] to extend the concept of eventual continuity to
Lipschitz algebras over [0, 1] and extend the results of Bade, Curtis,
and Laursen. The automatic continuity of homomorphisms from general
Lipschitz algebras Lip:(X, d) and lip:(X, d ) was studied by the present
author [16].
Definition 1.2. If A: is either Lip:(X, d ) or lip:(X, d ), and & a map
from A: , & is said to be eventually continuous if there exists ;: (; # (0, 1))
such that &|A; is continuous in the & }&; norm.
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Note that since & f &;& f &: for all f # Lip:(X, d ), if & is continuous in
& }&: norm for some : # (0, 1), then it is continuous in & }&; norm for
; # [:, 1), and similarly, if & is discontinuous in & }&; norm for some
; # (0, 1), then it is discontinuous in & }&: norm for :<;. It is established
in [16], Theorem 3.2, that if : # (0, 12), and if a homomorphism & is
eventually continuous, then & is continuous on A; (in & }&; norm) for all
; # (2:, 1). The results of Esterle and Laursen are extended to Lipschitz
algebras, and it is proved in [16], Theorem 5.7, that for : # (0, 12) every
epimorphism from A: is eventually continuous, and thus continuous on all
A; for ; # (2:, 1). New interest in Lipschitz algebras is coming from non-
commutative geometry, for example, when trying to define metric on the
state space of a C*-algebra using operators, and the fact that Lipschitz
algebras are functional-analytic representative of metric spaces (see [17],
for example).
Results presented here are closely related to those in [16]. We search for
the existence of discontinuous maps (as discontinuous as possible) from
Lipschitz algebras lip:(X, d ), for (X, d ) an infinite compact metric space.
Our goal is twofold. One is to show that there exist homomorphisms from
lip:(X, d ) which are discontinuous on lip$(X, d) in & }&$ norm for $ in some
neighborhood of :, and if possible in the range [:, 2:] predicted in [16].
We thus provide examples of maps studied in that paper. Our second goal
is to solve the problem of the existence of homomorphisms and derivations
from lip:(X, d ) which are discontinuous on every dense subalgebra (in
& }&: norm). In order to achieve that, we use the existence of x # X and a
linear functional * from m:(x)=[ f # lip:(X, d): f (x)=0] which is discon-
tinuous on every dense subalgebra, but satisfies |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g) for
all f, g # m:(x). In Section 2, we construct linear functionals with these
properties. We present two such constructions, one for the general case
of lip:(X, d), and another one for the special case lip:([0, 1], | } | ). In
Section 3, we first construct a homomorphism from m:(x), using a linear
functional * from m:(x) with listed properties, in the definition of the norm
of the range algebra B. Then we construct a (unital) homomorphism from
all of lip:(X, d ), into the algebra B with the identity adjoined. We show
that this homomorphism is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of
lip:(X, d ). In Section 4, we proceed similarly to construct a derivation from
lip:(X, d ), again using the linear functional * in the definition of the norm
of the range module. In our construction the module is not commutative.
In Section 5, we relate the present results to the results concerning the
eventual continuity of homomorphisms from Lipschitz algebras. We conclude
that for any ; # [:, min[2:, 1]) there exist homomorphisms and derivations
discontinuous on lip$(X, d ) in & }&$ norm for all $ # [:, ;]. In our construc-
tions, all maps are continuous for $>;, and so also for $2:. At the end
we list some open questions.
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2. DISCONTINUOUS LINEAR FUNCTIONALS FROM lip:(X, d )
In our consideration (X, d) is always an infinite compact metric space,
and : # (0, 1) (for :=1, lip:(X, d ) may be finite dimensionalfor example
lip1([0, 1], | } | )=C1which we want to avoid). For x # X, let m:(x)=
[ f # lip:(X, d ): f (x)=0]. We are concerned with the existence of a linear
functional * from m:(x) which is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra
and satisfies |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g), for all f, g # m:(x). We construct such a
functional first for the general case lip:(X, d ), and then another one for
lip:([0, 1], | } | ).
Lemma 2.1. Let (X, d ) be an infinite compact metric space, and let x # X
be an accumulation point of X. Let : # (0, 1), and let ; # [:, min[2:, 1]). Let
(xn)n=1 X be a sequence of points tending to x, such that d(x, xn)<(1n),
and d(x, xn+1)<d(x, xn) for all n # N. Let
Y={ f # m:(x): sup { | f (t)|d(x, t);+# : t # X==?#( f )<,
for some #=#( f )>0= ,
and define a linear functional *Y on Y by
*Y ( f )=K :

n=1
f (xn)
nd(x, xn);
, where K=
1
n=1 (1n) d(x, xn)
2:&; .
Let * be any linear extension of *Y to m:(x). Then * is a linear functional
on m:(x) for which |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:( f ) for all f, g # m:(x).
Proof. Clearly, since Y$m;+#(x) \#>0, and m;+#(x)=m:(x) for
#<1&;, Y is a dense subspace of m:(x) (it is actually an ideal of m:(x)).
Furthermore, a sequence (xn)n=1 with listed properties always exists (we
can obtain it by starting with any sequence tending to x and taking a
subsequence). Let K#=1n=1 (1n) d(x, xn)
#. We have that
0<
1
K#
= :

n=1
1
n
d(x, xn)# :

n=1
1
n1+#
< \#>0.
In particular, for #=2:&;, we obtain K=K2:&;>0. To see that *Y is
well defined on all of Y, compute
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|*Y ( f )|= }K :

n=1
f (xn)
nd(x, xn); }K :

n=1
| f (xn)|
nd(x, xn);
=K :

n=1
| f (xn)|
d(x, xn);+#( f )
d(x, xn)#( f )
n
K?#( f ) :

n=1
1
n
d(x, xn)#( f )<,
for any f # Y. For all f, g # m:(x), fg # Y with #=#( fg)=2:&;, since
| f (t) g(t)|d(x, t)2:p:( f ) p:(g), and so
|*( fg)|=|*Y ( fg)|= }K :

n=1
f (xn) g(xn)
nd(x, xn); }K :

n=1
| f (xn)| | g(xn)|
nd(x, xn);
=K :

n=1
| f (xn)|
d(x, xn):
| g(xn)|
d(x, xn):
d(x, xn)2:&;
n
p:( f ) p:(g) K :

n=1
1
n
d(x, xn)2:&;=p:( f ) p:(g)& f &: &g&: .
Thus * satisfies |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g) for all f, g # m:(x). K
In order to show that * from the previous lemma is discontinuous on
every dense subalgebra of m:(x), we need some technical results. We start
by singling out a technical detail which we will refer to later.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that ac and bc for some c>0. Then for
any ; # (0, 1) we have |a;&b;|;c;&1 |a&b|.
Proof. Let g(t)=t; for t>0. Then g$(t)=;t;&1, which is a decreasing
function of t. We obtain |a;&b;|= g$(!) |a&b|, for some ! # (min[a, b],
max[a, b]). But then !c, and so g$(!)g$(c)=;c;&1. Thus |a;&b;|
;c;&1 |a&b|. K
We have to construct sequences of functions in m:(x) with certain
properties.
Lemma 2.3. Let (X, d ) be an infinite compact metric space, and let
: # (0, 1). Let D=sup[d(x, t): t # X], and let n0 # N be such that n01D.
(a) If a sequence of functions ( fn)n=1 is defined by
fn(t)={n
2&:d(x, t)2,
d(x, t):,
0d(x, t)1n;
1nd(x, t)D;
then ( fn)n=1 m:(x), and & fn &:C=D
:+9 for all n # N.
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(b) Furthermore, - fn # m:(x) for all n # N, and &- fn&:D:2 for
nn0 .
Proof. (a) Let n # N. If n1D, then fn(t)=n2&:d(x, t)2 for all t # X,
and
| fn |X =sup[ | fn(t)|: t # X]
=sup[n2&:d(x, t)2: t # X]=n2&:D2D:.
Otherwise
| fn | X=sup[ | fn(t)|: t # X]=sup[d(x, t):: t # X]=D:.
We conclude that | fn |XD: for all n # N.
To compute a bound for p:( fn), we have to investigate several cases. For
any n # N consider the following.
(1) If d(x, s)1n and d(x, t)1n, then
| fn(t)& fn(s)|
d(t, s):
=
|d(x, t):&d(x, s):|
d(t, s):

d(t, s):
d(t, s):
=1.
(2) If d(x, s)1n and d(x, t)1n, then
| fn(t)& fn(s)|
d(t, s):
=n2&:
|d(x, t)2&d(x, s)2|
d(t, s):
=n2&:(d(x, t)+d(x, s))
|d(x, t)&d(x, s)|
d(t, s):
n2&:
2
n
d(s, t)1&:n2&:
2
n \
2
n+
1&:
=22&:.
(3) If d(x, s)1n and d(x, t)2n, then d(s, t)1n. Thus d(x, s)
d(s, t), and
| fn(t)& fn(s)|
d(t, s):
=
|d(x, t):&n2&: d(x, s)2|
d(t, s):

d(x, t):
d(s, t):
\d(x, s)+d(s, t)d(s, t) +
:
=\1+d(x, s)d(s, t)+
:
2:.
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(4) If d(x, s)1n and 1nd(x, t)2n, then
| fn(t)& fn(s)|
d(t, s):
=
d(x, t):&n2&: d(x, s)2
d(t, s):

n2&: d(x, t)2&n2&: d(x, s)2
d(t, s):
=n2&:(d(x, t)+d(x, s))
d(x, t)&d(x, s)
d(t, s):
n2&:
3
n
d(s, t)1&:3n1&: \3n+
1&:
=32&:.
We conclude that p:( fn)max[1, 22&:, 2:, 32&:]<9, and so & fn&:=
| fn | X+p:( fn)C=D:+9 for all n # N.
(b) We now show that - fn # m:(x) for all n # N. It then follows that
fn=(- fn )2 # m:(x) for all n # N as well. Note that
- fn(t)={n
1&(:2) d(x, t),
d(x, t):2,
0d(x, t)1n;
1nd(x, t)D.
For any n # N consider the following cases.
(1) If d(x, s)1n and d(x, t)1n, then
|- fn(t)&- fn(s)|
d(t, s):
=
|d(x, t):2&d(x, s):2|
d(t, s):

:
2
n1&(:2)
|d(x, t)&d(x, s)|
d(t, s):

:
2
n1&(:2) d(t, s)1&: {
:
2
n1&(:2)(2D)1&:;
 0 as d(s, t)  0.
The first inequality follows from Proposition 2.2.
(2) If d(x, s)1n and d(x, t)d(x, s), then - fn (t)- fn(s),
- fn(t)n1&(:2) d(x, t), and
|- fn(t)&- fn(s)|
d(t, s):
=
- fn(t)&n1&(:2) d(x, s)
d(t, s):
n1&(:2)
d(x, t)&d(x, s)
d(t, s):
n1&(:2) d(s, t)1&: {n
1&(:2)(2D)1&:;
 0 as d(s, t)  0.
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(3) If d(x, s)1n and d(x, t)1n, then
|- fn(t)&- fn(s)|
d(t, s):
=n1&(:2)
|d(x, t)&d(x, s)|
d(t, s):
n1&(:2) d(s, t)1&: {n
1&(:2)(2D)1&:;
 0 as d(s, t)  0.
We conclude that - fn # m:(x) for all n # N with p:(- fn )n1&(:2)(2D)1&:.
Finally, since |- fn | X=- | fn |X =- D:=D:2 for nn0 , we obtain &- fn &:
D:2. K
What we really need is a sequence with similar properties, but in a dense
subalgebra of m:(x).
Lemma 2.4. Let the setup be as in the previous lemma. Let E be a
dense subalgebra of m:(x), and let = # (0, 1). For n # N, let $n=$(=, n)=
min[ 12 , D
:2, =(5 &- fn&:), &- fn&:]. Let (gn)n=1 be a sequence in E such
that &gn&- fn &:<$n for all n # N. If hn= g2n , and if we write gn= gnr+igni
where gnr and gni are the real and imaginary parts of gn , then:
(1) &gn &:<2 &- fn&: ;
(2) hn # Y & E, &hn& fn&:<=, and &hn&:<D:+10;
(3) | gni (t)|<$n d(x, t): for all t # X;
(4) g2nr(t)>(1&=) d(x, t)
:, for d(x, t)1n.
Proof. (1) Since &gn&- fn &:<$n&- fn&: , then &gn&:<&- fn&:+$n
<2 &- fn&: .
(2) Clearly, hn # Y & E, since fg # Y for any f, g # m:(x). Furthermore,
&hn& fn&: =&(gn&- fn )(gn+- fn )&:&gn&- fn &: &gn+- fn&:
$n(&gn&:+&- fn &:)<3$n &- fn&:<=.
Hence &hn &:<& fn&:+=D:+9+=<D:+10, and so (hn)n=1 is bounded
in norm.
(3) and (4) Since &gn&- fn &:<$n , we have that for t # X
| gnr(t)+igni (t)&- fn(t)|<$n ,
and for s, t # X with s{t
|(gnr(t)+igni (t)&- fn(t))&(gnr(s)+igni (s)&- fn(s))|
d(t, s):
<$n .
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It follows that | gnr(t)&- fn(t)|<$n , | gni (t)|<$n ,
|(gnr(t)&- fn(t))&(gnr(s)&- fn(s))|
d(t, s):
<$n , and
| gni (t)& gni (s)|
d(t, s):
<$n .
Similarly, &gnr&- fn&:<$n and &gni&:<$n . In particular, by setting s=x
in the above, we get | gni (t)|<$n d(x, t):. Also, &gnr&:&- fn&:+$n
2 &- fn&: , and as above for g2n we obtain &g2nr& fn&:<=. So | g2nr(t)& fn(t)|
<=d(x, t):, and
g2nr(t)> fn(t)&=d(x, t)
:=d(x, t):&=d(x, t):=(1&=) d(x, t):,
for d(x, t)1n. K
We are now in a position to present the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.5. Let (X, d ) be an infinite compact metric space, and let
x # X be an accumulation point of X. Let : # (0, 1), and let ; # [:, min[2:, 1]).
Let (xn)n=1 X be a sequence of points tending to x, such that d(x, xn)<(1n),
and d(x, xn+1)<d(x, xn) for all n # N. Let Y and * be as defined in Lemma 2.1.
Then * is a linear functional on m:(x) which is discontinuous on every dense
subalgebra of m:(x) (in & }&: norm), and has the property that for all
f, g # m:(x), |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g).
Proof. We only need to show that * is discontinuous on every dense
subalgebra of m:(x). Let E be a dense subalgebra of m:(x), and let =,
($n)n=1 , (hn)

n=1 and (gn)

n=1 be as in Lemma 2.4. We show that |*(hn)|
  as n  . We note that, since hn # Y,
|*(hn)|=|*Y (hn)|= }K :

j=1
h(xj)
jd(x, x j); }
= }K :

j=1
g2nr(x j)& g
2
ni(x j)+i2gnr(xj) gni(x j)
jd(x, xj); }
K } :

j=1
g2nr(x j)& g
2
ni(x j)
jd(x, x j); }
= }K :

j=1
g2nr(xj)
jd(x, xj);
&K :

j=1
g2ni(xj)
j d(x, xj); } .
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But
0K :

j=1
g2ni(xj)
jd(x, xj);
K :

j=1
$2n d(x, xj)
2:
jd(x, xj);
K
1
4
:

j=1
d(x, xj)2:&;
j
=
1
4
<1,
and with k=k(n)=max[i: d(x, xi)1n]
K :

j=1
g2nr(x j)
jd(x, xj);
K :
k
j=1
g2nr(xj)
jd(x, xj);
>K :
k
j=1
(1&=) d(x, x j):
jd(x, xj);
=(1&=) K :
k
j=1
d(x, x j):&;
j
n;&:(1&=) K :
k
j=1
1
j
(1&=) K :
k
j=1
1
j
  as n  ,
since k(n)   and n  . So, for n big enough,
K :

j=1
g2nr(x j)
jd(x, xj);
>1>K :

j=1
g2ni(xj)
jd(x, xj);
,
and finally
|*(hn)|>K :

j=1
g2nr(x j)
jd(x, xj);
&1   as n  .
Hence, * is indeed unbounded on every dense subalgebra of m:(x). K
This is only one of the ways to obtain such functionals. In special cases
one can use the properties of (X, d ). We give an example for lip:([0, 1], | } | ).
The underlying principle is still the same.
Lemma 2.6. Let : # (0, 1), and let ; # [0, min[:, 1&:]). Let m:(0)=
[ f # lip:([0, 1], | } | ): f (0)=0], and let
Y={ f # m:(0): sup { | f (t)|t:+;+# : t # X==?#( f )<, for some #=#( f )>0= .
Define a linear functional *Y on Y by
*Y ( f )=K =|
1
0
f (t)
t1+:+;
dt, where K=
1
10 dtt
1&:+;=:&;.
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Let * be any linear extension of *Y to m:(0). Then * is a linear functional
on m:(0) which is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of m:(0) (in & }&:
norm), and has the property that for all f, g # m:(0), |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g).
Proof. The proof follows the pattern of the proof of Theorem 2.5. The
role of the fixed point x is taken here by 0, and the role of summation is
taken by the integral. K
What we will need later is just the existence of linear functionals on
m:(x) with the required properties.
We will use the following easy consequences of Theorem 2.5.
Corollary 2.7. Let the setup be as in Lemma 2.1, and let $ # [:, ;].
Then the linear functional *$=*| m$ (x) is discontinuous on every dense sub-
algebra of m$(x) in & }&$ norm, and satisfies |*( fg)|p$( f ) p$(g) K2:&;K2$&; ,
for all f, g # m$(x), where K#=(1n=1 (1n) d(x, xn)
#).
Proof. Recall that : # (0, 1) and ; # [:, min[2:, 1]). If $ # [:, ;], then
2:2$, and so ; # [$, min[2$, 1]). The claim follows from Lemma 2.1 just
by replacing : by $. The only difference is that if we were defining the
functional in m$(x) it would be K2$&; n=1 ( f (xn)n d(x, xn)
;) instead of
K2:&; n=1 ( f (xn)nd(x, xn)
;). So for f, g # m$(x), we get
|*( fg)|p$( f ) p$(g) K2:&; :

n=1
1
n
d(x, xn)2$&;
= p$( f ) p$(g) K2:&;K2$&; . K
Corollary 2.8. Let the setup be as in Lemma 2.1, and let $ # (;, 1).
Then the linear functional *$=*| m$ (x) is continuous in & }&$ norm.
Proof. For f # m$(x)
|*Y ( f )|= }K2:&; :

n=1
f (xn)
nd(x, xn); }K2:&; :

n=1
| f (xn)|
d(x, xn)$
d(x, xn)$&;
n
p$( f ) K2:&; :

n=1
d(x, xn)$&;
n
= p$( f )
K2:&;
K$&;
. K
3. DISCONTINUOUS HOMOMORPHISMS FROM lip:(X, d )
We proceed to construct homomorphisms discontinuous on every dense
subalgebra, first from m:(x) and then from lip:(X, d).
We start by defining what is going to be the range algebra. Let x be any
point in X, and let B=m:(x)C. We regard B as an algebra, and denote
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it by B=m:(x) xC, with the multiplication given by ( f, z)(g, w)=( fg, 0),
for f, g # m:(x) and z, w # C. Note that B does not have an identity element.
Let * be any linear functional on m:(x). Define a norm on B by
&( f, z)&*=max[& f &: , |*( f )&z|].
It is easy to see that & }&* defines a complete norm on B. If |*( fg)|& f &: &g&:
for all f, g # m:(x), we show that this norm is an algebra norm on B, so
that in fact (B, & }&*) is a commutative Banach algebra:
&( f, z)(g, w)&* =&( fg, 0)&*=max[& fg&: , |*( fg)|]& f &: &g&:
max[& f &: , |*( f )&z|] max[&g&: , |*(g)&z|]
=&( f, z)&* &(g, w)&* .
Lemma 3.1. Let (X, d ) be an infinite compact metric space, and let x # X.
Suppose that there exists a linear functional * on m:(x) which is disconti-
nuous on every dense subalgebra of m:(x), and such that |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g)
& f &: &g&: , for all f, g # m:(x). Let B=(m:(x) x C, & }&*) (as above), and
let %: m:(x)  B be defined by %( f )=( f, 0), for f # m:(x). Then % is a homo-
morphism discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of m:(x).
Proof. For any f # m:(x)
&%( f )&*=&( f, 0)&*=max[& f &: , |*( f )|]|*( f )|.
Thus, since * is unbounded on every dense subalgebra of m:(x), so is %. K
By Theorem 2.5, a functional * with the given properties exists. Using
that and the above lemma, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let (X, d ) be an infinite compact metric space. If x # X is
an accumulation point of X, then there exists a homomorphism from m:(x)
which is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of m:(x).
Now, we want to show that there was no loss of generality in using
m:(x) instead of lip:(X, d ). Let B* be the algebra B with identity adjoined,
i.e., B*=C_B, with coordinatewise addition, multiplication given by
(u, a)(v, b)=(uv, ub+va+ab), and the norm &(u, b)&*=|u|+&b&* , for
u, v # C, a, b # B.
Lemma 3.3. Let (X, d ) be an infinite compact metric space. Suppose that
x # X is such that there exists a normed algebra B, and a homomorphism
%: m:(x)  B which is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of m:(x). Let
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B*=C_B, i.e. B with identity adjoined. Let T: lip:(X, d )  m:(x) be defined
by Tf =f &f (x), for f # lip:(X, d ). Let %*: lip:(X, d )  B* be defined by
%*( f )=( f (x), %(Tf ))=( f (x), %( f &f (x))), for f # lip:(X, d ). Then %* is a
homomorphism discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of lip:(X, d ).
Proof. First note that T is a continuous linear map with &T&2,
since p:(Tf )=p:( f ), and |Tf |X| f (x)|+| f |X2| f |X . It is easy to check
that %* is a homomorphism. We show that if E is a dense subalgebra of
lip:(X, d ), then E & m:(x) is a dense subalgebra of m:(x). Clearly, it is a
subalgebra. Since E is dense in lip:(X, d ), there exists e0 # E such that
&e0&1&:(13), so that (23)|e0(x)|(43), and &e0&:(43). Let
e=e0 e0(x). Then e(x)=1, and &e&:=&e0 &:|e0(x)|(43)(23)=2. In
particular, 1|e|X2, and p:(e)=&e&:&|e|X2&1=1. Let h # m:(x),
and let =>0. Again, by the density of E in lip:(X, d ), there exists f # E such
that &h& f &:<=5, so that |h& f |X<=5 and p:(h& f )<=5. In particular
| f (x)|=| f (x)&h(x)|<=5. Let g= f& f (x) e. Clearly, g # E and since
g(x)=0, g # E & m:(x). But
&h& g&: =&h& f+ f (x) e&:&h& f &:+| f (x)| &e&: <
=
5
+
=
5
2<=.
Therefore E & m:(x) is a dense subalgebra of m:(x).
For f # E & m:(x), Tf =f &f (x)= f, %*( f )=( f (x), %(Tf ))=(0, %( f )),
and so &%*( f )&*=&%( f )&* . By Theorem 3.1 % is unbounded on every
dense subalgebra of m:(x), so on E & m:(x) as well. Thus, %* is unbounded
on E. K
The following corollary and theorem are direct consequences of this lemma
and the previous results.
Corollary 3.4. Let (X, d) be an infinite compact metric space, and let
x # X. Suppose that there exists a linear functional * on m:(x) which is
discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of m:(x), and such that |*( fg)|
p:( f ) p:(g)& f &: &g&: , for all f, g # m:(x). Let B=(m:(x) xC, & }&*), and
let B*=C_B, i.e. B with identity adjoined. If % is as in Lemma 3.1, let
%*: lip:(X, d)  B* be defined by %*( f )=( f (x), %(Tf ))=( f(x), ( f &f(x), 0)),
for f # lip:(X, d ). Then %* is a homomorphism discontinuous on every dense
subalgebra of lip:(X, d ).
Theorem 3.5. Let (X, d ) be an infinite compact metric space. Then there
exists a homomorphism from lip:(X, d ) which is discontinuous on every dense
subalgebra.
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Note that %* misses to actually be an epimorphism only by one dimension.
We now mention just one other construction. Consider a different norm on
lip:(X, d ), given by & f &B=& f &:+|*(Tf )|, for f # lip:(X, d), where * is the
linear functional as in Theorem 2.5. Then B=(lip:(X, d ), & }&B) is a normed
algebra (but not Banach), and the identity map on lip:(X, d ) is a homo-
morphism which is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra. In this case
it is clear that the quotient of the completion of B, and B itself has more
than one dimension.
4. DISCONTINUOUS DERIVATIONS FROM lip:(X, d )
We now consider discontinuous derivations from lip:(X, d ). Since for
x # X, m:(x)2{m:(x), but m:(x)2=m:(x), we see that there are disconti-
nuous point derivations on lip:(X, d ), while zero is the only continuous
one. We show that there is a derivation from lip:(X, d) into a Banach
lip:(X, d )-module which is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra. The
construction follows the one given for the discontinuous homomorphism,
and Theorem 3.9 of [3].
We start by defining what is going to be the range module. Let
V=[F # lip:(X_X): F(t, t)=0, \t # X],
where the metric on X_X is \((x, y), (s, t))=max[d(x, s), d(t, y)], for
x, y, s, t # X. Define L: V  m:(x) and R: V  m:(x), by L(F )(t)=F(t, x)
and R(F )(t)=F(x, t), for F # V and t # X. Let * be any linear functional on
m:(x). Let : V  C be defined by (F )=*(L(F ))&*(R(F )). Then  is a
linear functional on V. Let Y=V_C. The norm
&(F, z)&Y=max[&F&: , |(F )&z|], F # V, z # C,
defines a Banach space norm on Y. Define a lip:(X, d )-module operation
on V and Y by:
( f } F )(t, s)=f (t) F(t, s) and (F } f )(t, s)=f (s) F(t, s),
( f } (F, z))=( f } F, f (x) z) and ((F, z) } f )=(F } f, f (x) z),
for f # lip:(X, d ), F # V, and z # C. If |*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g), for f, g # m:(x),
this makes Y into a Banach lip:(X, d )-bimodule. To check continuity of the
module operation, let f # lip:(X, d ), F # V, and z # C. Then & f } (F, z)&Y=
&( f } F, f (x) z)&Y=max[& f } F&: , |( f } F )& f (x) z|]. But & f } F&:& f &:
&F&: , and
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|( f } F )& f (x) z|
=|*(L( f } F ))&*(R( f } F ))& f (x) z|
=|*( fL(F ))&*( f (x) R(F ))& f (x) z|
=|*(( f &f (x)) L(F ))+ f (x)(*(L(F ))&*(R(F )))& f (x) z|
|*(( f &f (x)) L(F ))|+| f (x)| |(F )&z|
p:( f &f (x)) p:(L(F ))+| f |X &(F, z)&Y
(p:( f )+| f | X) &(F, z)&Y=& f &: &(F, z)&Y .
We conclude that & f } (F, z)&Y& f &: &(F, z)&Y . Similarly &(F, z) } f &Y
& f &: &(F, z)&Y . Hence, the module operation is continuous.
Now we define the derivation. First, let DV : lip:(X, d )  V be defined by
(DV ( f ))(t, s)= f (t)& f (s). Then DV ( f ) # V, and &DV ( f )&:2 & f &: , since
| f (t)& f (s)|| f (t)|+| f (s)|2 | f |X ,
| f ( y)& f (x)& f (t)+ f (s)|
\(( y, x), (t, s)):

| f ( y)& f (t)|
d( y, t):
d( y, t):
\(( y, x), (t, s)):
+
| f (x)& f (s)|
d(x, s):
d(x, s):
\(( y, x), (t, s)):
2p:( f ),
and the above expression clearly tends to 0 as \(( y, x), (t, s)):  0. Further-
more, DV is a derivation, since
DV ( fg)(t, s)= f (t) g(t)& f (s) g(s)
= f (t)(g(t)& g(s))+( f (t)& f (s)) g(s)
=( f } DV (g))(t, s)+(DV ( f ) } g)(t, s).
Let D: lip:(X, d )  Y be defined by D( f )=(DV ( f ), 0). Note that D is also
a derivation, since for f, g # lip:(X, d )
D( fg)=(DV ( fg), 0)=( f } DV (g)+DV ( f ) } g, 0)
=( f } DV (g), 0)+(DV ( f ) } g, 0)
= f } (DV (g), 0)+(DV ( f ), 0) } g= f } D(g)+D( f ) } g.
Lemma 4.1. If D is the derivation defined as above, and if * is a linear
functional discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of m:(x), and satisfies
|*( fg)|p:( f ) p:(g), for f, g # m:(x), then D is discontinuous on every dense
subalgebra of lip:(X, d ).
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Proof. First note that for f # m:(x), L(DV ( f ))= f and R(DV ( f ))=&f.
Now compute, for f # m:(x),
&D( f )&Y =max[&DV ( f )&: , |(DV ( f ))|]
=max[&DV ( f )&: , |*(L(DV ( f )))&*(R(DV ( f )))|]
=max[&DV ( f )&: , |*( f )&(&*( f ))|]
=max[&DV ( f )&: , 2 |*( f )|]
max[2 & f &: , 2 |*( f )|]=2 max[& f &: , |*( f )|].
If E is a dense subalgebra of lip:(X, d ), then E & m:(x) is dense in m:(x)
(see the proof of Theorem 3.3), and since * is unbounded on every dense
subalgebra of m:(x), D is unbounded on E. K
The following theorem is a direct consequence of this lemma and the
previous results.
Theorem 4.2. Let (X, d ) be an infinite compact metric space. Then there
exists a derivation from lip:(X, d ) which is discontinuous on every dense
subalgebra.
As a final comment, we remind the reader that if D is a derivation from
a Banach algebra A into a Banach A-bimodule Y, we can construct a
homomorphism % from A in the following way. Let B=AY with the
multiplication defined by (a, x)(b, y)=(ab, a } y+x } b) for a, b # A and
x, y # Y. Then B is a Banach algebra with the norm &(a, x)&=&a&+&x&,
for a # A and x # Y. Furthermore, %: A  B, defined by %(a)=(a, D(a)),
a # A, is a homomorphism. Clearly, if D is discontinuous on every dense
subalgebra of A, so is %.
5. EVENTUAL CONTINUITY OF CONSTRUCTED MAPS
We have constructed linear functionals, homomorphisms, and derivations
from lip:(X, d ), which are discontinuous on every dense subalgebra, in the
& }&: norm. Are these maps eventually continuous, and if so, for which $>:?
Since in our construction for the homomorphism (Section 3) &%( f )&*=
max[& f &: , |*( f )|], and for the derivation (Section4) &D( f )&Y=max[&DV ( f )&: ,
2 |*( f )|]2 max[& f &: , |*( f )|], we need only to look at the eventual
continuity of *. But, by Corollaries 2.7 and 2.8, * is discontinuous in & }&$
norm for $ # [:, ;] (in fact on every dense subalgebra of m$(x)), and
continuous for $>;. We sum up this discussion in the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.1. If (X, d ) is an infinite compact metric space, and : # (0, 1),
then for any $ # [:, min[2:, 1]) there exists a homomorphism and a derivation
from lip:(X, d ) which is discontinuous on lip$(X, d ) in & }&$ norm. In fact, for
each ; # [:, min[2:, 1]), there exists a homomorphism and a derivation from
lip:(X, d ) which is discontinuous on lip$(X, d ) in & }&$ norm for all $ # [:, ;],
and continuous for $>;.
Note that in our examples the eventually continuous maps are almost as
discontinuous as theoretically possible. Recall that if : # (0, 12), and & is an
eventually continuous homomorphism form lip:(X, d), then & is continuous
on lip$(X, d) (in & }&$ norm) for all $ # (2:, 1) ([16], Theorem 3.2). We do
not know if there exists a homomorphism from lip:(X, d ) which is discon-
tinuous precisely for $ # [:, 2:], and continuous for $>2:.
We end with a few more questions. We do not know if there exists a
homomorphism from lip:(X, d) which is not eventually continuous. However,
as in the case of C(X) and continuity of homomorphisms, that might depend
on the additional axioms of set theory. Another question which is left open is
if there exists a derivation from lip:(X, d) into a commutative lip:(X, d)-
module which is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra. In our construction,
the module is non-commutative. The existence of such a derivation might
depend on parameter :, as it is the case with weak amenability of lip:(X, d )
(see [3]). Also, we do not yet have an example of an epimorphism from
lip:(X, d) which is discontinuous. The homomorphism constructed in Section 3
misses to be an epimorphism only by one dimension.
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